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Internal or baroclinic tides, namely internal waves generated in the ocean by the oscillation of
the barotropic tide over bottom topography, exhibit a complex pattern of primary wave beams
and secondary beams resulting from the interaction of the primary beams with themselves
and with the boundary layer at the topography. In this context, the problem of an oscillating
horizontal disc, however remote it may be from oceanic conﬁgurations, recently gained visibility
as the only problem for which a full analytical solution may be found including both waves and
the boundary layer (Davis & Llewellyn Smith 2010). To date, all available approaches used an
approximate free-slip condition at the topography instead of the actual no-slip condition, thus
eliminating the boundary layer.
In this communication, we examine the relation between those approaches and compare
them with original high-resolution experimental measurements. Speciﬁcally, we consider the
vertical heaving oscillations of a horizontal circular disc (ﬁgure 1) and compare fully inviscid
investigations where both the generation and propagation of the waves are inviscid ʋ using
either orthogonal curvilinear coordinates (Sarma & Krishna 1972), boundary integrals (Gabov &
Pletner 1988) or eigenfunction expansions (Martin & Llewellyn Smith 2011, 2012) ʋ with fully
viscous investigations where both generation and propagation are viscous ʋ using either the
actual disc oscillating in free space (Davis & Llewellyn Smith 2010) or a ﬁctitious baﬄed disc
oscillating through an aperture in a horizontal plane (Chashechkin, Vasil’ev & Bardakov 2004;
Bardakov, Vasil’ev & Chashechkin 2007). We discuss the relevance of an intermediate model
where propagation is viscous but generation inviscid (as used recently for a sphere by Voisin,
Ermanyuk & Flór 2011), as a function of the ReynoldsʊStokes number. At all but very high values
of this number (of order 105 or more say), it appears that the presence of the boundary layer









Figure 1 ʊ Oscillating disc geometry.
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